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Our Company 
V1 Solutions, LLC is an emerging Service Disabled, Veteran Owned Small Business that has a rich history of 
providing highly technical intelligence solutions to the United States Government. Our team has extensive 
experience delivering broad spectrum Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) support, as well as 
SIGINT collection, metadata analysis, and targeting to both Special Operations Forces and Other Government 
Agencies. We specialize in the development and delivery of custom training solutions to fit your specific 
requirements. We possess the flexibility to train in any environment, be it a traditional classroom, 
collaborative e-Learning environment, or in the field. After a thorough analysis of your capabilities and 
consultation, our specialists will develop and deliver a custom solution to maximize mission readiness. As a 
quality-driven, mission-focused enterprise, we only utilize the most up-to-date tactics, techniques, and 
procedures to maximize value to our customers. 
 
Mission Statement 
We strive to set the industry standard against which all others are measured. Our distinctive and value-added 
services are founded on our principles of customer loyalty and service, professionalism, and integrity. We are 
committed to exercising the highest moral and ethical standards in our business practices. 
 
Core Competencies 
Our employees are subject matter experts (SME) and provide superior services in the following areas:
 
SIGINT Collection FMV Sensor Operations Intelligence Analysis Linguistics Support 
Systems Integration Electronic Info Security Open Source Intelligence Secure Communications 
Signature Reduction Exercise Support Red Teaming JTAC/ITC Integration 

 
SIGINT Collection/Intelligence Analysis/Linguistics Support 
Our team has over 35 years of experience providing both strategic and tactical SIGINT collection, analysis, and 
targeting support to various US Government programs. Strategically, we have provided real-time collection, 
translation, and direction finding of foreign communications in support of US-led efforts in the Global War on 
Terrorism. Tactically, we have conducted 3,000+ hours of SIGINT geolocation support to the F3EAD process on 
both manned and unmanned ISR airframes. Our collection of SME’s stands ready to assist in any capacity to 
support your organization’s intelligence needs. 
 
FMV Sensor Operations 
Our key leadership has wide-ranging experience supplying Full-Motion Video (FMV) support to both 
Conventional and Special Operations Forces units in multiple theaters around the globe. With many of our 
instructors having JTAC or ITC qualifications, our ISR SME’s can provide your personnel with the most up-to-
date TTP’s from the field. Learn how to properly integrate FMV into your collection plan and identify the 
appropriate methodologies for processing, exploitation, and dissemination (PED). 
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Electronic Information Security/Secure Communications/Signature Reduction 
Our SME’s have developed and delivered USG-certified courseware in support of official Communications 
Programs of Record. Our technicians will train your personnel standard digital forensics countermeasures, 
encryption software, and data hiding techniques. We will highlight the vulnerabilities associated with 
unencrypted 802.11 Wi-Fi, cellular phones networks, and how to mitigate those risks. Additionally, our staff 
offers training in digital signature reduction, so a team of personnel can communicate securely while 
minimizing their overt signature. This training is perfect for personnel traveling to semi-permissive or non-
permissive environments. 
 
Exercise Support/Red Teaming 
We possess experience supporting both small- and large-scale exercises. We have provided role-player and 
material support, logistics support, and a robust Red Teaming capability to maximize training and deployment 
readiness. Our Red Team personnel have utilized both physical and electronic surveillance TTP’s to provide the 
most comprehensive exercise environment available. Upon completion, our SME’s will provide a full debrief of 
the results. 
 
Open Source Intelligence 
Our cadre of instructors have been trained in the latest OSINT TTP’s. We’ve utilized reports derived from 
OSINT collection in support of our exercises to highlight the importance of controlling the information that is 
put into the public view. Our instructors are able, using industry standard intelligence gathering systems, to 
provide both offensive and defensive use cases for OSINT collection. 
 
Our Customers 
 

           
 
 
Why V1 Solutions? 
Best Value – We pride ourselves in providing the highest quality services at a highly competitive cost. 
Global Mobility – Our employees stand ready to support wherever duty calls; stateside or OCONUS. 
Relevant Experience – Our network consists of professionals who employ our nation’s current TTPs. 
Mission-Driven – We work alongside the warfighters to maximize probability of mission success. 


